Abstract Many Multiple Criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA) methods have been proposed over the last decades. Some of the most known methods share some similarities in the way they are used and configured. However, we live in a time of change and nowadays the decision-making process (especially when done in group) is even more demanding and dynamic. In this work, we propose a Multiple Criteria Decision Analysis method that includes cognitive aspects (Cognitive Analytic Process). By taking advantage of aspects such as expertise level, credibility and behaviour style of the decision-makers, we propose a method that relates these aspects with problem configurations (alternatives and criteria preferences) done by each decision-maker. In this work, we evaluated the Cognitive Analytic Process (CAP) in terms of configuration costs and the capability to enhance the quality of the decision. We have used the satisfaction level as a metric to compare our method with other known MCDA methods in literature (Utility function, AHP and TOPSIS). Our method proved to be capable to achieve higher satisfaction levels compared to other MCDA methods, especially when the decision suggested by CAP is different from the one proposed by those methods.
Introduction
Making decisions is intrinsic to the human being. Each action, more or less significant, conscious or unconsciously, results in a decision. Therefore, we could say we are all natural decision-makers (Saaty, 2008) . The decision-making process can be seen as selecting one or more alternatives to be the solution for a certain problem/task (Chen, 2000) .
Nowadays most of the decision-making processes happening in organizations are done in group (Luthans, 2011; Simon, 1965) . There are many advantages related to group decisionmaking: to improve the quality of the decision, to share workloads, to gain support among stakeholders, to train less experienced group members and due to the majority of organograms existing nowadays (Dennis, 1996; Huber, 1984) . However, due to market globalization and the firms' internationalization it is very hard to match each top managers' agenda, making it difficult for them to meet in the same space or time (Carneiro et al, 2015d) . Therefore, it is no surprise that more techniques, models, methods and tools that support groups and individuals in the decision-making process are being developed.
Multiple Criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA) methods are one of the techniques used to support the decision-making process. MCDA is considered appropriate to deal with conflicting opinions and also qualitative and quantitative objectives (Ram et al, 2011; Golmohammadi and Mellat-Parast, 2012 ). MCDA provides a framework which deals with complex decision problems. In order to reach a consensus, a MCDA framework allows decision-makers to share information through problem configurations (Dehe and Bamford, 2015) . Throughout the last decades, a wide variety of analytical models have been proposed in literature (Tavana et al, 2010) . Some of the most acknowledged MCDA methods in literature are: ER, ELECTRE, PROMETHEE, AHP, ANP, TOPSIS, MACBETH (Figueira et al, 2005) . Even though there is a very decent amount of work proposed under the topic of MCDA, the issues associated to MCDA are easy to identify. Tavana, Sodenkamp, and Suhl (2010) have identified certain issues such as: deficiencies when considering objective and subjective criteria, imprecise information due to the lack of the decision-makers' expertise, unavailability of data and time constraint, etc. Besides these issues, we can still include the lack of information about each decision-maker (Levy, 2007) , the difficulty or impossibility for each decision-maker to express how he intends to face the decision-making process (Rahim and Magner, 1995) and the difficulty (the cost) associated to problems configuration (Dehe and Bamford, 2015) .
The area of decision-making has always been very studied in literature. Since the early days of psychology and economy there has been a clear interest to study the topic of decision-making (Edwards, 1954; Simon, 1959 Simon, , 1986 . If economists have always looked at decision-making in a completely rational perspective, psychologists look at decisionmaking in a perspective which allows them to understand the individual judgement and the decision-making concerning both irrational and rational aspects of behaviour (Simon, 1986) . It is evident that most of the existent MCDA methods have been based in an economic perspective which we could call as the rational choice. In 1979, Herbert Simon (Simon, 1979) pointed the interest of economists to explore domains that belonged, traditionally, to political sciences, sociology, and psychology. This interest is very similar to what happens nowadays between computer science researchers and those same domains (Castelfranchi, 1994; Smith and Conrey, 2007; Falcone and Castelfranchi, 2001; Bates et al, 1994; Ogiela and Ogiela, 2014b,a) . It is known that cognitive aspects are present and affect the individual during the decision-making process (Schwarz, 2000) . Therefore it is assumed to be necessary to consider cognitive aspects in order to make a correct representation of the interests of decision-makers. With that being said, it can then claim that including cognitive aspects allow obtaining better decisions which are fundamentally more adjusted to the real interests of decision-makers.
In this work, we present a new MCDA method named as Cognitive Analytical Process (CAP). CAP allowed decision-makers to represent their preferences about a problem (criteria and alternatives) and also represent what we referred as their intentions, being directed towards supporting group decision-making. Decision-makers could: express their intentions by selecting a behaviour style that better represents how they intend to face the decisionmaking process, select an expertise level about the topic being discussed and select which decision-makers involved in the same process they consider to be more credible. CAP is an analytic method that aims to provide a decision based on the values mentioned in the previous configurations and that maximizes the satisfaction level of the group and of each one of the decision-makers.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in the next section is presented the background, where we enumerated the essential methods to define our proposal, in the following section (3) we presented our approach, where the Cognitive Analytic Process is described and the model is formulated. In Section 4 it is shown the evaluation and results of this work and in Section 5 the discussion is presented. Finally, some conclusions were taken in Section 6, along with the work to be done hereafter.
Background
It is easy to find in literature several authors which refer to the importance of psychological and cognitive aspects in the decision-making context (Schwenk, 1988; Frith and Singer, 2008; Schwarz, 2000) . Moreover, there are authors which defend that the quality of the decision decreases when theses aspects are not considered (Simon, 1987a) . Some authors consider that including cognitive and psychological aspects help to achieve decisions with higher quality (Simon, 1987a; Fenton-O'Creevy et al, 2011) . Having all these evidences into account it becomes clear how a decision made using automatic mechanisms can be affected. There are many factors and knowledge which may be lost when the human interaction stops existing, even if there can be other advantages associated (Kiesler et al, 1984) . By using a typical multi-criteria problem configuration, how will the system manager knowledge and expertise levels of each decision-maker? Will it be fair to weight all configurations as the same? How to deal with different intentions which the decision-maker may have in each decision-making scenario? In this work we intend to answer these questions as well as verify if our method manages to achieve higher results (compared to other methods) by considering some of these points.
In this section, the models used by CAP are presented and allow us to better understand how it works. Besides this, it is explained the reasons why behaviour styles, credibility and expertise are considered by CAP as well as how they relate with the topic of group decisionmaking. All these points have been discussed in some of our most recent works (Carneiro et al, 2015c,b,a; Martinho et al, 2015) , and they have been used because according to the work published in (Carneiro et al, 2015c) they are part of a multi-criteria configuration template that proved to be very easy and fast to configure. This fact was important due to big concerns related to the usability and the resources needed to use CAP. The description next presented for each point is based in the analysis done previously in (Carneiro et al, 2015c) .
Behaviour Style
The behaviour style can be seen as the expected behavior or the desirable behaviour. In some of our previous works, we studied the difference between using the decision-maker's personality or to create the possibility for the decision-maker to select the conflict style or the behaviour that he intended to use (to read more about this see Martinho, Carneiro, Marreiros, and Novais (2015) ). During our life, we are constantly presented with the need to make decisions. Some decisions are less relevant, others are not. Fundamentally, when we are taking decisions in group, and independently of our personality, we express and behave differently according to different situations such as: the topic of the problem to be solved, to consider the others decision-makers as more expert than us, to intend to be pleasant and try to pursue other decision-makers' goals, the level of the interest on the topic, the mood, etc. This means that in a hypothetical scenario where a decision-maker and his family are deciding from a group of alternatives to choose a restaurant to celebrate his son's birthday, maybe his main concern is to satisfy his son's preferred alternative. However, he still has his own preferences regardless of the kind of behaviour he shows during the negotiation process. In (Martinho et al, 2015) , 5 behaviour styles were considered: Dominating, Integrating, Compromising, Obliging and Avoiding. These styles differentiate from each other by what was thought to be 4 essential dimensions for this context:
1. Concern for Self -This dimension was related to the individual's concern for his own opinion above the others since he was likely to adapt a more one-sided attitude during the decision-making process by making statements, questions and requests that detailed that opinion; 2. Concern for others -This dimension was related to the individual's concern for other individuals' opinion. He adapted a more altruist attitude during the decision-making process, tried to understand other opinions and made an effort to reach a decision that benefited or pleased most of the participants; 3. Activity -This dimension was related to the effort put into the decision-making process by the individual, meaning that the more active an individual was, the more questions and statements and requests he was likely to make; 4. Resistance to change -This dimension was related to how hard or easy it was for an individual to accept other opinions.
In Table 1 , we describe each behaviour style by providing a value for every dimension (Concern for Self, Concern for Others, Activity and Resistance to Change) mentioned before. The numeric values (1, 2 or 3 for low, mid and high respectively) given to each dimension are correlated with the definitions established by Rahim and Magner (1995) (to learn more about this correlation see Rahim and Magner (1995) ; Martinho, Carneiro, Marreiros, and Novais (2015) ).
Credibility
There is not a universally accepted definition for credibility. Besides that, the study of credibility is highly multi-disciplinary and some of the suggested definitions are related to their area of operation (Flanagin and Metzger, 2008) . In our work, it was considered the definition proposed by Flanagin and Metzger (2008) when they said that "the overarching view is that credibility is the believability of a source or message, which is made up of two primary dimensions: trustworthiness and expertise". Trustworthiness was related with subjective components while expertise was related with more objective components. The notion of credibility was related with many other concepts including trust, reliability, accuracy, quality, authority, reputation, competence, etc (Flanagin and Metzger, 2008) . In our work, the main idea was to let a decision-maker choose which other decision-maker he considered to be credible towards a certain topic. This credibility evaluation was related with the concepts mentioned above and would be the reason why a decision-maker might consider another decision-maker to be credible for a topic and not for a different topic (for example, with the related expertise level recognized for that decision-maker), and also why a decision-maker might consider another decision-maker always credible despite of the topic's difference (for example, due to reasons such as authority, reputation, etc.).
Expertise
Expertise is considered as one of the credibility dimensions (affected by objective components) (Flanagin and Metzger, 2008) . In our work, it was intended to allow the decisionmaker to make a self-evaluation about his expertise level for the topic at hand. It was considered the existence of five different expertise levels: Expert, High, Medium, Low and Null (the definition of the expertise levels definitions and values can be consulted in Table 2 ). Why is this information relevant and how can it be used? This kind of information could have many applications. One could be to use it to compare the self-evaluation made by the decision-maker for its expertise level with its credibility which is recognized by other decision-makers, allowing further conclusions to be made. This information could also be used to compare the self-evaluation with the chosen conflict style. 
Cognitive Analytic Process
In this section, we present all the steps necessary to formalize the Cognitive Analytic Process. This formalization is based in the general concept of multi-criteria decision-making and was first inspired in the works of other authors (Bozóki et al, 2013; Wang, 2012; Ahn and Choi, 2012; Kou and Wu, 2014) . For each step, we present definitions related with multicriteria decision-making and our model. In Table 3 it is presented all notations necessary to better understand our formalization. Step 1 Multi-Criteria Problem Definition
The first step of CAP was to define the multi-criteria problem. Therefore:
consists of:
Rule 1 ∀a i ∈ A, ∀c j ∈ C, c j a i ∈ D Each alternative a j ∈ A is related with each criteria c i ∈ C. There cannot be an existing alternative with values for criteria that are not considered in the problem.
-id c i is the identification of a particular criterion; -v c i is the value of a particular criterion (Numeric, Boolean or Classificatory); -m c i is the greatness associated with the criterion (Maximization, Minimization, Positivity, Negativity and without value).
Example 1 Let us consider criteria Price, Size and Quantity. This criteria can be defined as follows:
-∀a i ∈ A, i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m}; -id a i is the identification of a particular alternative;
Example 2 For the same example, let us consider three alternatives. Each alternative is defined as follows:
Step 2 Criteria Weighting
The second step of CAP was to define the weights given by each decision-maker towards each criterion and alternative.
Definition 4 Let w dm ic j be the weight or preference given to the criterion c j by a decisionmaker dm i and c n ∈ C.
Example 3 For the same example a possible weight given to each criterion by a decisionmaker dm i could be
Rule 2 A decision-maker dm i may define a set of W dm i weights where:
We defined a function which returned the difference between the maximum and minimum weights that belonged to a set of W dm i weights.
This difference was classified in 5 different levels in the following order according to Table  4 . The values presented in the table for each level are related with the fact that we are dealing with 5 criteria classifications (VIC, IC, MD, NIC and INC). Since each criteria weighting is done in a scale of [0, 1] the minimum difference between two criteria is less than 0,2 and the maximum difference is greater than 0,8. Measuring the difference (using function F Di f ) between the criterion with more weight and the criterion with less weight we can obtain (according to Table 4 ) the "l" value. This value is then used in the algorithm to measure the classification done for each criterion (imp). 
Example 4 For the same example we know that W dm 1 = {0, 4; 0, 6; 0, 8}.
We classified the importance imp c j dm i for each criterion c j ∈ C to the decision-maker dm i by using the following algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: Importance classification algorithm
The importance given to a criterion depended on l and varied in the following order, represented in Table 5 :
Example 5 For the same example, let us consider the decision-maker dm 1 , the set of criteria C = {c 1 , c 2 , c 3 }, and the set of weights W dm 1 = {0, 4; 0, 6; 0, 8}. F Di f = 0, 80 − 0, 40 = 0, 40.
Looking at Table 5 we now know that l = 3. We can use algorithm 1 to classify each criterion as: 
Definition 5 Let W DM be the preferences of a set of decision-makers DM where:
Definition 6 Let DM be a set of decision-makers where
Definition 7 Let CP be a criteria preference matrix, where:
Example 6 For the same example let us now consider two more decision-makers dm 2 and dm 3 , DM = {dm 1 , dm 2 , dm 3 }, two more sets of weights W dm 2 = {0, 2; 0, 8; 0, 45}, W dm 3 = {0, 7; 0, 55; 0, 6}. We combined all three sets of weights into W DM = {W dm 1 ,W dm 2 ,W dm 3 } and obtained the following preference matrix: 
We defined a function which returns 0 or 1 depending if a w z cm was either VIC, IC, or not.
Definition 8 Let HS c be a set of sums of the best criteria weighting HS c = {hs c 1 , hs c 2 , hs c 3 , . . . , hs c m }, where:
is the sum of all elements in a criteria preference matrix CP which are either VIC or IC for each criterion c m .
Example 7 For the same example using the criteria preference matrix CP DM we would obtain the following sums:
Step 3 Credibility and Expertise Readjustment
The third and final step of CAP was to measure the added value to criteria preferences depending on the credibility and expertise of the decision-makers. For this, we used a criteria preference matrix CP DMCredble which contained criteria weights given by each credible decision-maker. Depending on the conflict style (see Table 1 ) of the decision-maker dm i the following formula was used to readjust the preference for criterion c j :
Where:
-F highimp W dm ic j returns 1 or 0 depending on the importance given to criterion c j by decision-maker dm i ; -CS dm i is the value of Concern for Self [1, 2, 3] of the decision-maker dm i ; -T P is the total sum of the weights given to criterion c j by each credible decision-maker; -ND is the total number of credible decision-makers; -CO dm i is the value of Concern for Others [1, 2, 3] of the decision-maker dm i .
Example 8 For the same example let us consider that decision-maker dm 1 thinks dm 2 and dm 3 are credible, DMCredible dm 1 = {dm 2 , dm 3 }. Let us also consider that dm 1 has the conflict style 'Obliging'. CP DMCedible dm 1 is: Next, we redjusted the value of crw dm ic j with the level of expertise of the decision-maker dm i and the inverse of the expertise level (see Table 2 ) using the following formula:
-crw dm ic j is the readjusted weight given to criterion c j by decision-maker dm i using formula 1; -e dm i is the expertise level of decision-maker dm i ; -T P is the total sum of the weights given to criterion c n by each credible decision-maker; -ND is the total number of credible decision-makers; -e dm i is the inverse of the expertise level of decision-maker dm i .
Example 9 For the same example, let us consider that decision-maker dm 1 has an expertise level e dm 1 = 4. Using formula 2 we will obtain: We measured the final classification given by a decision-maker dm i with a criteria preference matrix CP DMCredible dm i for each criterion c j using the following formula:
-neww dm i,c j is the readjusted weight given to criterion c j by decision-maker dm i using formula 2; -hs c j is the sum of all elements the criteria preference matrix CP DMCredible dm i which are either VIC or IC for each criterion c j ; -T P is total sum of the weights given to criterion c j by each credible decision-maker;
-ND is the total number of credible decision-makers. Looking only at W dm 1 initial setup we have W dm 1 = {0, 4; 0, 6; 0, 8}, and therefore w dm 1c 3 > w dm 1c 2 > w dm 1c 1 . Using CAP method which takes into account the preferences, the conflict style and the expertise level of the decision-maker as well as the credibility of other decisionmakers, the predicted classification will be f inalw dm 1c 2 > f inalw dm 1c 3 > f inalw dm 1c 1 .
Experiments
To test the Cognitive Analytic Process (CAP), we developed a prototype which could load a multi-criteria problem, and analyzed and compared each solution found with all chosen and implemented methods including the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) (Saaty, 1988) , TOPSIS (Tzeng and Huang, 2011) and a typical utility function method (UF). We opted to compare CAP with these three methods since our approach followed a very different perspective from what is currently observed under the topic of MCDA. Therefore we thought it was relevant to compare CAP with some of the more recognized methods that gave origin to many existing proposals we know today. Since our main focus was to support group decision-making, the developed prototype was also a multi-agent system where each agent represented a real decision-maker.
The adopted multi-criteria problem was to choose a medication. All considered criteria and alternatives were selected based on the work of De (1993) . Each agent represented one member of the medical team. All alternatives were classified according to four criteria: efficacy, safety, convenience and low cost. These criteria were numeric and of maximization. In Table 6 , all specifications are presented for each considered alternative (this information did not represent real data and was only used as an example for each performed simulation).
The satisfaction was used as a metric to evaluate the overall performance of the different methods. The satisfaction metric was used to understand the perception (by the decisionmaker) of the quality of the chosen alternative or the alternative supported by most agents at a certain time. For that, the notion of satisfaction that was used was the one proposed in (Carneiro et al, 2015a) . It was the only satisfaction metric existing in literature adapted to this type of context. According to this model, the satisfaction of each decision-maker corresponded to the perception of the quality of the decision and was created based on assumptions which reflected what a decision-maker psychologically considered as a good decision. The satisfaction was measured in two parts (only CAP includes the second part). It was first measured objectively through the formulas 4, 5 and 6. 
-D Lost is the loss of decision maker's satisfaction in the difference between the assessments made for the alternative chosen by the group and for his preferred alternative. The loss is zero when the chosen alternative is the same as his preferred alternative; -Alt F is the assessment made by the participant for the final alternative, alternative chosen by the group; -Alt P is the assessment made by the participant for his preferred alternative; -A Conversion is the conversion of the assessment made by the participant in the range
The second part related the D Satis f action and the behaviour defined by the decision-maker. In this second part, the satisfaction was measured according to the values of the agent's defined behaviour (agent's with defined behaviour follow the work proposed in Martinho, Carneiro, Marreiros, and Novais (2015)) for concern for self and concern for others dimensions. So, the D Satis f action was remeasured using formula 7. 
-CS is the value of Concern for Self [1, 2, 3]; -OAAD Satis f action is the average satisfaction of all remaining agents; -CO is the value of Concern for Others [1, 2, 3].
In order to evaluate CAP, we created several simulation environments referring to the multi-criteria problem presented above. The first simulation environment tested 12 agents. For this environment 10000 simulations were run and in each simulation the 4 methods (CAP, TOPSIS, AHP and UF) were used to study and compare the results obtained using the same configuration parameters. Table 7 represents the main data retrieved in all those simulations. It was easy to observe that the data obtained using each method was very similar. We verified, however, agents' satisfaction throughout each simulation was higher when In order to know if the average satisfaction level obtained in CAP was indeed higher throughout each simulation, the added satisfaction levels are presented in Fig 1 ( X-axis represents the simulation number and Y-axis represents the sum of the satisfaction level) for each method from a sample of 100 simulations. We verified that the values obtained in Table  7 corresponded to the growth presented by each method. As mentioned before the general data presented in each method was very similar. However, we intended to study the results for each method in situations where the chosen alternative or decision was different. More specific results were then presented which resulted from a direct comparison between CAP and all other considered methods.
As mentioned before the general data presented in each method was very similar. However, what we intended to study was the results for each method in situations where the chosen alternative or decision was different. The more specific results were then presented which resulted from a direct comparison between CAP and all other considered methods. Table 8 shows the results collected for CAP and AHP. In 10000 simulations CAP obtained a higher satisfaction in 6241 occasions. The average, standard deviation, maximum, minimum and median values concern CAP when the satisfaction obtained was higher and corresponded to the difference of satisfaction between CAP and AHP (CAP -AHP). Likewise, when AHP obtained a higher satisfaction those values corresponded to the difference of satisfaction between AHP and CAP (AHP -CAP). It was verified that the average obtained in CAP was almost the double compared to the average obtained by AHP. The standard deviation value indicated that the average in AHP was less variable. The minimum, maximum and median values obtained by CAP were all higher compared to the values obtained by AHP. These results confirmed that the satisfaction obtained by agents using CAP and AHP was always very similar. Besides this it was verified that the average satisfaction level obtained by CAP in these 6767 simulations was of 0,3484 and AHP was of 0,3429. CAP obtained a higher satisfaction in 3632 simulations while AHP obtained a higher satisfaction in 3135 simulations. Table 9 shows the results collected for CAP and UF. In 10000 simulations CAP obtained a higher satisfaction in 5448 occasions. The average, standard deviation, maximum, minimum and median values concerned CAP when the satisfaction obtained was higher and corresponded to the difference of satisfaction between CAP and UF (CAP -UF). Likewise, when UF obtained a higher satisfaction those values corresponded to the difference of satisfaction between UF and CAP (UF -CAP). It was verified that the average obtained in CAP was almost the same as the average obtained by UF. The standard deviation, minimum, maximum and median values obtained by both methods were also very similar. CAP selected a different alternative from UF in 1072 occasions. shows the results obtained in a sample of 50 simulations of 8928 where the alternative selected by CAP was the same as UF. These results were identical to the results obtained in CAP/AHP comparison with the satisfaction obtained by CAP and UF also being very similar. Besides this it was verified that the average satisfaction level obtained by CAP in these 8928 simulations was of 0,3366 and UF was of 0,3332. CAP obtained a higher satisfaction in 4678 simulations while UF obtained a higher satisfaction in 4250 simulations. Table 10 shows the results collected for CAP and TOPSIS. In 10000 simulations CAP obtained a higher satisfaction in 5536 occasions. The average, standard deviation, maximum, minimum and median values concerned CAP when the satisfaction obtained was higher and corresponded to the difference of satisfaction between CAP and TOPSIS (CAP -TOPSIS). Likewise, when TOPSIS obtained a higher satisfaction those values corresponded to the difference of satisfaction between TOPSIS and CAP (TOPSIS -CAP). It was verified that the average obtained in CAP was almost the same as the average obtained by TOPSIS. The standard deviation, minimum, maximum and median values obtained by both methods were also very similar. To close the study on this simulation environment (10000 simulations) we compared the number of times when each method obtained the best satisfaction compared with the other methods. Table 11 shows the data collected. It was verified that the satisfaction level obtained was higher by CAP in 5195 simulations, by AHP in 191 simulations, UF in 308 simulations and TOPSIS in only 48 simulations. In situations when more than one method obtained the same highest satisfaction level it was possible to observe that CAP obtained the same result and the remaining methods increased significantly. It was possible to conclude that in 4258 simulations more than one method achieved the same highest satisfaction level. Because of that it was important to figure if CAP obtained much worse results. Average satisfaction values obtained in the 4805 simulations when CAP did not achieve the best results were of 0,2975, 0,2833, 0,3238 and 0,3204 for AHP, CAP UF and TOPSIS respectively. Another point that was studied was related with the differences between criteria weighting and rankings comparison done by each method. In Table 12 , it is presented the values obtained by each method for criteria weighting and rankings comparison in 4 simulations. In each simulation a random agent was selected and used as reference. For this problem (not too complex, with just 4 criteria) it was verified that AHP and TOPSIS obtained the same criteria ranking (in all simulations) even with different criteria weighting. In case of CAP, the criteria ranking was similar to AHP and TOPSIS but with some differences. For example, in the second simulation, CAP classified "Safety" and "Convenience" as VIC while AHP and TOPSIS classified those same criteria differently even though their weighting was very similar. Another interesting fact that was verified was related with how AHP and TOPSIS criteria ranking was always done based on the weighting value which resulted in a sequential order (1, 2, 3, . . . , n). In case of CAP criteria ranking this order was not necessarily sequential and there were situations where two or more criteria were given the same rank. For example in the second simulation, CAP ranking classified two criteria as VIC and two criteria as INC in a scale with the following decreasing order: VIC, IC, MC, NIC and INC.
For the last study, a simulation environment was created to understand how the results obtained by each method varied depending on the number of agents (decision-makers) involved in the decision-making process. 1000 simulations were run for each group of decision-makers (2, 4, 8, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 100, 200, 300 , 400 and 500 agents) totaling 13000 simulations. Similarly to previous procedure, CAP was compared directly with each other method. The main goals were to measure the variation of the average satisfaction level obtained by each method with the variation of the number of decision-makers involved in the process and also measure how that variation brought each method closer according to the number of equivalent decisions. Fig 5a (X-axis represents the number of agents and Y-axis represents the satisfaction level) shows the average satisfaction level obtained by CAP and AHP (when the achieved decisions were different) for each set of 1000 simulations done with each group of decisionmakers (2, 4, 8, 10, ..., 500) . It was verified that the satisfaction obtained by AHP was relatively the same throughout each scenario. In case of CAP the average satisfaction level obtained was higher when there were a small number of decision-makers involved in the process and decreased and stayed relatively constant as the number of decision-makers involved in the process increased. However, the average satisfaction level obtained by CAP was always higher compared to AHP in all scenarios, more particularly when the number of decision-makers was less than 20. or different decisions. It was possible to notice that there were more different decisions when the number of decision-makers involved in the process ranged from 30 to 100. Decisions were least different when 500 decision-makers participated in the process (83,3%).
Fig 6a (X-axis represents the number of agents and Y-axis represents the satisfaction level) shows the average satisfaction level obtained by CAP and UF (when the achieved decisions were different) for each set of 1000 simulations done with each group of decisionmakers (2, 4, 8, 10, ..., 500) . It was verified that the average satisfaction level obtained in both methods was very similar. However, CAP still obtained better results compared with UF in each scenario. In scenarios where more than 100 decision-makers were considered (200, 300, 400 and 500) there was no average satisfaction level obtained as both methods always reached the same decision. As can be seen in Fig 6b ( X-axis represents the number of agents and Y-axis represents the number of simulations) when the number of decision-makers involved in the process is higher than 100 both methods always reached the same decision. It was also verified that the most significant difference in the decisions reached by both methods occurred between 2 and 20 participant agents.
Fig 7a (X-axis represents the number of agents and Y-axis represents the satisfaction level) shows the average satisfaction level obtained by CAP and UF (when the achieved decisions were different) for each set of 1000 simulations done with each group of decisionmakers (2, 4, 8, 10, ..., 500) . Unlike previous methods comparisons, in this situation CAP obtained a lower average satisfaction level than TOPSIS in 2 scenarios (100 and 200 decisionmakers), but still not too relevant. When we considered between 2 and 10 decision-makers participating in the process, CAP obtained an average satisfaction level considerably higher than TOPSIS. When the number of decision-makers was greater than 10, both methods obtained very similar satisfaction levels. In this comparison it was also verified that when there were more than 200 decision-makers participating in the process, both methods reached the same decision.
As can be seen in Fig 7b ( X-axis represents the number of agents and Y-axis represents the number of simulations) when the number of decision-makers participating in the process is greater than 200, both methods always reached the same decision. In the scenario with 200 decision-makers both methods achieved different decisions in just 2 simulations (out of . It was also verified that the most significant difference in the decisions reached by both methods occurred between 2 and 10 participant agents.
Discussion
Including cognitive aspects in Multiple Criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA) methods is something still inexistent in literature (to the best of our knowledge). Some "not rational" questions are known to affect the decision-making process (Simon, 1987b) . The reason why MCDA methods do not consider cognitive aspects might be related to something more important than just not agreeing or accepting their advantage. Which cognitive aspects should be considered? How should they be included in the decision-making process? Etc. Let us imagine a simple scenario where a family is trying to decide a restaurant to celebrate the anniversary of one of its family members. In this scenario, it is easy to understand the advantage of configuring/modelling not only the preferences towards criteria and alternatives but also the intentions of each family member. It is very likely that the main goal (or main intention) of each member is to please the one whose birthday is being celebrated. Therefore, if the decision reached was choosing a restaurant which is the favourite of some of the family members but on the other hand makes the person whose birthday is being celebrated very unsatisfied, that dissatisfaction will affect all family members and make them think it was a bad decision. Any existing MCDA method is yet not capable to deal with this kind of problem, unlike Cognitive Analytic Process (CAP) which is proposed for the first time in this work.
It was verified that CAP, on average, managed to be almost always superior to any other tested method. CAP had an even more considerable advantage compared with other methods when the decision reached was different from the others presented by those methods. It is important (and somehow interesting) to refer that in situations where the decision reached by all methods was the same, even if CAP considered cognitive aspects, the average satisfaction values obtained were be very similar.
Including the "irrational" component to the typical MCDA rationality provided better results in almost all scenarios that were considered. It was verified that CAP lost many of its benefits when considering a group with more than 20/30 decision-makers. In those situations CAP revealed a very similar performance compared to TOPSIS method or an UF. However, this situation was a good example to consider cognitive aspects in CAP correctly. The intentions of each decision-maker in a very large group would be diluted. It is unthinkable to consider using cognitive aspects, for example, for each voter in presidential elections of a country. CAP was advantageous especially when the group decision-makers varied between 2 and 20 elements. This allowed us to conclude that including cognitive aspects could be very irrelevant if we were dealing with very large groups of decision-makers.
It must also not be forgotten that CAP was very easy to configure and did not require more data than what was presented in (Carneiro et al, 2015c) . On the other hand, using AHP which is considered to have a very high configuration cost (Dehe and Bamford, 2015) might result in decision-makers refusing or rejecting to use software with such kind of approach.
With this work a new hypothesis of research is raised: The advantages identified in this work by using CAP method will be even more evident in real scenarios. This happens because it is mathematically impossible to define agents that can create and imagine typical intentions of a human being in very specific real contexts.
Conclusion and Future Work
Nowadays the decisions made by managers and executives are mostly performed in groups. Thereby, group decision-making is a process in which a group of people, called participants, act collectively analyzing a set of variables, considering and evaluating the available alternatives in order to select one or more solutions. The number of participants involved in the process is variable and all of them may be at the same space/place at the same time or either geographically dispersed at different times.
Usually, Multiple Criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA) methods are techniques used to support the decision-making process. MCDA methods allow decision-makers to make a certain multi-criteria problem configuration and based on that configuration a solution will be suggested (supposedly the best). MCDA methods, however, have certain problems (according to literature) due to the completely analytical and rational way in which the multi-criteria problems are considered.
In this work, we presented Cognitive Analytic Process (CAP) which is MCDA method that included cognitive aspects in its analysis and that let decision-makers configure not only their preferences (criteria and alternatives) but also their intentions. CAP allowed decisionmakers to configure a multi-criteria problem (criteria and alternatives) as well as their behaviour style (which could be seen as their position before the problem and the decisionmaking group), their expertise level and select which other decision-maker was credible or not. It also had the advantage of only requiring information that allowed fast configurations (resulting in a very high level of usability) with the particularity that CAP worked even if the decision-maker did not configure any of the points mentioned before. This way, CAP could process all the information and suggested a solution combining the rational component with the irrational dimension (which is sometimes difficult to explain by decision-makers themselves).
The results achieved in this work confirmed the advantage of what was being expressed in literature for many decades. Considering cognitive aspects brought advantages to the group decision-making process and allowed reaching higher quality decisions and with more satisfaction. Moreover, we made this idea computationally feasible. CAP demonstrated that it could almost always be superior than some of the most acknowledged MCDA methods existing in literature. Besides this, CAP demonstrated that it was especially useful in process that included a maximum number of 20 decision-makers.
As future work, there are still some points to be studied. In first place, we intend to compare CAP with most recent MCDA methods. After that, we intend to compare CAP with those methods in a case of study with real decision-makers, since we believe that in a real environment CAP is capable to be even better than other MCDA methods. Finally, we want to learn with all these processes and work in shaping CAP to make it an even stronger and more complete MCDA method.
